
Sell and provision SSL directly within the Mono Platform to help ensure website security 
and improved website speed for your SMBs’ websites.

WHY SELL SSL?
SSL is an increasingly important fundament 

of website security and establishing trust with 

website users. With Google’s announcement of 

favoring secure websites, SSL is also increasing a 

pull demand from the market. In some countries 

and markets, secure encryption is even a 

requirement, whenever there is a contact form on 

a website. All of these factors combined make 

offering SSL certificates a natural upgrade or 

even standard for website packages.

MONO HANDLES IT ALL
As a Mono reseller, it is easy to sell and provision 

SSL certificates through the Mono Platform. There 

is only a small fee from Mono Solutions for the 

technical hosting, provisioning, installation and 

renewal required to make the certificates work on 

your customers’ websites. With Mono handling it all, 

you can now offer all your customers SSL certificates 

with no manual work or technical hassle involved on 

your side.

SSL CERTIFICATES
SECURE WEBSITES QUICKLY AND EASILY

MANAGING SSL AT SCALE
We know that many resellers have up until now 

been managing SSL independently for each 

customer website, which can be time-consuming 

and costly. We have therefore included SSL 

management in RAI to streamline your multisite 

management for quicker, easier, and more cost-

effective administration of SSL certificates on your 

customers’ websites.

HTTP2 IMPROVES 
LOAD TIMES
SSL is much more than just security. Mono bundles 

SSL certificates with HTTP2 hosting. This does not 

only mean that all website interactions are encrypted 

and secured, but that HTTP2 dramatically improves 

load times and overall speed of the website. Once 

again, this yields the most modern and advanced 

online experience for the end user. 



tjs@monosolutions.com 
mm@monosolutions.com

(EMEA) 
(the Americas)

SPECIFICATIONS
• If you install an existing external SSL certificate, 

this requires Mono to handle the hosting and 

installation. Therefore, this will incur a yearly 

management fee

• If you load external resources to your site 

where an SSL certificate is installed, please 

make sure to use https references (not http) CONTACT
For more information please contact:

Tricia Jo Score (EMEA) 

tjs@monosolutions.com

Matt Matergia (Americas) 

mm@monosolutions.com

CONTRACT 
REQUIREMENTS
An amendment will be made to include SSL 

certificates in your contract.

FEATURES
The SSL certificate features the following:

• SSL certificates can be offered individually to 

your customers or included on all website 

subscriptions

• SSL certificates provisioned through Mono are 

of the standard Domain Validation (DV) type. 

These are SSL certificates that verify that the 

certificate requestor has control over  

the domain

REQUIREMENTS
• To order a SSL certificate through the Mono 

Platform, a domain must be attached to  

the website

• For domains purchased through Mono, 

SSL certificates are automatically installed. 

However, please note that it can take up  

to 24 hours

• For domains purchased elsewhere, the SSL 

purchase must be manually approved


